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ON THE CARLESON MEASURE CRITERION IN LINEAR

SYSTEMS THEORY

BERNHARD H. HAAK

Abstract. In Ho, Russell [15], and Weiss [33], a Carleson measure criterion
for admissibility of one-dimensional input elements with respect to diagonal
semigroups is given. We extend their results from the Hilbert space situation
X = ℓ2 and L2–admissibility to the more general situation of Lp–admissibility
on ℓq–spaces. In case of analytic diagonal semigroups we present a new result
that does not rely on Laplace transform methods. A comparison of both
criteria leads to result of Lp–admissibility for reciprocal systems in the sense
of Curtain [5].

1. Introduction

Consider the infinite dimensional linear system described by the differential equa-
tion

(1.1)

{
x′(t) +Ax(t) = Bu(t)
x(0) = x0 ∈ X

on a Banach space X . We assume that −A generates a strongly continuous semi-
group S(·) onX . Then the spectrum of A is necessarily contained in some half plane
Cβ , β ∈ R. Choosing some element λ of the resolvent set ̺(−A), we may define
the Banach space X1 = (D(A), ‖(λ+A) · ‖), and the so-called extrapolation space
X−1 defined as the completion of X with respect to a resolvent-norm ‖(λ+A)−1 · ‖
for some fixed λ ∈ ̺(−A) (see [8, 14] for more details on these spaces). Since X
is dense in X−1, the semigroup S extends in a natural way to X−1; for the sake of
simplicity we denote this extension also S.

Let U be another Banach space, and assume that B ∈ B(U,X−1). A solution of
(1.1) is necessarily of the form

x(t) = S(t)x0 +

∫ t

0

S(t−s)Bu(s) ds

Notice that x(t) is a well-defined element of X−1 for t ≥ 0 but that, in general,
there is no reason why x(t) should be an element of X .

Definition 1.1. Let p ∈ [1,∞]. A bounded operator B ∈ B(U,X−1) is called
finite-time Lp–admissible for A, if for every τ > 0 there exists a constant K > 0
such that for all u ∈ Lp([0, τ ], U)

(1.2)

∥∥∥∥
∫ t

0

S(t− s)Bu(s) ds

∥∥∥∥
X

≤ K‖u‖Lp(0,τ ;U) t ∈ [0, τ ].

The integral here is considered as a Bochner integral inX−1 and we suppose that the
integral takes values in X . The operator B is called (infinite-time) Lp–admissible
for A, if the constant K in (1.2) can be chosen independently of τ > 0.
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2 BERNHARD H. HAAK

In the case where the rank one operator B, defined by Bu(t) = bu(t) for b ∈ X−1,
is (finite-time) Lp–admissible, we say that b is an Lp–admissible input element.
When p < ∞, a density argument shows that B is (infinite-time) Lp–admissible if
and only if the estimate

∥∥∥∥
∫ ∞

0

S(s)Bu(s) ds

∥∥∥∥
X

≤ K‖u‖Lp(0,∞;U),

holds for all u in the Schwartz class. We remark that due to the semigroup property,
Lp–admissibility in finite and infinite time coincide for uniformly exponentially
stable semigroups. For the special case p = 2 there is a large literature on the
notion of admissibility. Among the early abstract formulations of admissibility we
refer e.g. to [25, 34, 35, 36]. A more recent publication [17] gives a detailed survey
of the subject.

In this article we restrict our focus to sequence spaces X = ℓq. Moreover,
we assume −A to be the generator of a bounded diagonal semigroup S(·) where(
S(t)x

)
n

= exp(−λnt)xn, n ∈ N. We consider the control system

(1.3) x′(t) +Ax(t) = bu(t), for t > 0 and x(0) = 0

with input element b = (bn) ∈ X−1 :=
{
(ξn) :

(
ξn

1+λn

)
∈ X

}
.

Our aim is to give conditions for Lp-admissibility of b for A on X = ℓq, i.e.
conditions to guarantee the estimate

( ∞∑

n=1

|bn|q
∣∣∣
∫ ∞

0

e−λnsu(s) ds
∣∣∣
q
)1/q

≤ K‖u‖p

or the respective estimate for convolutions derived from (1.2) with a uniform con-
stant K for all times t > 0. We present two criteria, both via a (generalised)
Carleson measure property of a discrete measure, associated with the numbers bn
and the eigenvalues λn of A.

The first result is a generalisation of a result of Ho, Russell and Weiss. It
provides a sufficient condition for Lp–admissibility in the case p ≤ 2 that charac-
terises Lp–admissibility if in addition p′ ≤ q where p′ is the conjugate exponent
defined by 1/p + 1/p′ = 1. The second result is new and treats the case of analytic
semigroups. It does not rely on Laplace transform methods and therefore allows p
and q to be chosen freely in (1,∞). It provides a sufficient condition for all p and
q that is necessary in the case p ≤ q. Notice that, in contrast with the first result
this allows us to characterise Lp–admissibility on X = ℓp for all p ∈ (1,∞).

In the last section we discuss the two criteria. This leads naturally to so-called
‘reciprocal systems’ and the question of whether admissibility of a system implies
(or is implied by) admissibility of the associated reciprocal system. We present two
results, one for general strongly continuous semigroups and the other for analytic
semigroups.

2. Preliminaries on α–Carleson measures

Let Rd+1
+ := Rd × (0,∞). Let Pt(x) = cdt(t

2 + ‖x‖2)−
d+1

2 be the Poisson kernel

on Rd and let (Pf)(x, t) =
∫
Pt(x− y)f(y) dy be the Poisson extension of f to the

half space Rd+1
+ . For x ∈ Rd, let Γ(x) denote the cone {(y, t) ∈ Rd+1

+ : ‖x−y‖ < t}.
Given an open set O ⊆ Rd let T (O) denote the “tent”

T (O) :=

( ⋃

x 6∈O
Γ(x)

)∁

.
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If d = 1 and O is an open interval, this can be visualised as an isosceles triangle with
base O in the half plane. Let Bo(Rd+1

+ ) be the set of all non-negative Borel-measures

on Rd+1
+ .

Definition 2.1 (embedding α-Carleson measures). Let α > 0 and q ∈ [1,∞) such

that αq > 1. A non-negative measure µ ∈ Bo(Rd+1
+ ) satisfying

(2.1)
∥∥f

∥∥
Lq(Rd+1

+
,µ)

≤Mq

∥∥f
∥∥
Hαq(Rd+1

+
)

for all f ∈ Hαq(Rd+1
+ ) is called an embedding α–Carleson measure.

The above definition is independent of q; indeed, if f ∈ Lαp(Rd), then its Poisson
extension |Pt∗f |p/q is subharmonic and therefore, |Pt∗f |

p/q ≤ Pt∗|f |
p/q . This implies

that ∥∥Pt ∗ f
∥∥p
Lp(µ)

≤
∥∥Pt ∗ |f |

p/q
∥∥q
Lq(µ)

≤ C
∥∥|f |p/q

∥∥q
Lαq(Rd)

=
∥∥f

∥∥p
Lαp .

In case α = 1 we simply speak of Carleson measures. Recall that u ∈ Hq(Rd+1
+ )

if, and only if u = Pf for some f ∈ Lq(Rd) (see, e.g. [26, III.4.2]) and that
‖Pf‖Hq = ‖f‖Lq .

Definition 2.2 (geometric α-Carleson measures). A non-negative Borel measure

µ ∈ Bo(Rd+1
+ ) is called geometric α–Carleson if

(2.2) µ(T (Q))α ≤ c |Q|
for all cubes Q ⊆ Rd.

In the literature the choice of the exponent is not consistent (sometimes α is
replaced by 1/α). For all α > 0, embedding α–Carleson measures are also geometric
α–Carleson; this can be seen by applying the embedding estimate to the function
Pt ∗ f where f = 1Q is the characteristic function of Q. A celebrated theorem of
Carleson [3, 4] states that both notions coincide for α = 1, Duren [7] extended
this result to α ∈ (0, 1]. In case α > 1, the embedding α–Carleson property is
strictly stronger than geometric one as Taylor and Williams [28] show with a
counterexample on the complex unit disk. In Example 2.5 (d) below we give a
similar example on the half space R2

+. Both notions were subsequently treated
in Amar and Bonami [2]. Variants of these results with weighted Hardy spaces
have been obtained by McPhail [22] and Nakazi [23]. Applications of Carleson
measures in the context of systems theory can be found e.g. in recent publications
in [16] and [37].

Let Lα,1(Rd+1
+ ) denote the smallest Lorentz space of α-integrable functions.

Then Lα,1(Rd+1
+ ) ( Lα,α(Rd+1

+ ) = Lα(Rd+1
+ ) for α > 1. If, in place of (2.1), one

merely knows that ‖Pf‖L1(Rd+1

+
,µ) ≤ C‖f‖Lα,1(Rd+1

+
), µ is called weakly embedding

α–Carleson. We shall not go into details about this notion, but just mention that
it is linked to the distinction between requiring the estimate (2.2) on all cubes or
on all open sets (see [2, Theorem 1]), and consequently, the weak embedding notion
implies the geometric one. In case α ≤ 1 all notions of (α)–Carleson coincide by
the Carleson-Duren result; all three are strictly different in case α > 1.

In the case d = 1,Vidensĭi [31] gives several equivalent conditions for µ to be
embedding α–Carleson for α > 1, one of which is the Fefferman-Stein maximal
function description. It follows from a maximal inequality due to Fefferman and
Stein [9]. Indeed, let

(2.3) ψµ(x) := sup
{µ(T (Q))

|Q| : x ∈ Q
}

where the sets Q in the above supremum are cubes in Rd containing the element
x. We call ψµ the Fefferman-Stein maximal function.
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Theorem 2.3. Let α > 1 and let β be its conjugate exponent satisfying 1/α+1/β = 1.

Then µ ∈ Bo(Rd+1
+ ) is embedding α–Carleson if and only if ψµ ∈ Lβ(Rd).

Proof. Suppose that ψµ ∈ Lβ(Rd). The Fefferman and Stein inequality [9, Theorem
2] reads: ‖Pf‖Lp(µ) ≤ ‖f‖Lp(ψµ(x) dx). Since ψµ ∈ Lβ , Hölder’s inequality now
implies that µ is embedding α-Carleson.
Conversely, if µ is embedding α-Carleson, Pt∗ : Lα → L1(µ) is bounded, which is
equivalent to F ∈ Lβ(Rd) where F (y) :=

∫
Pt(x − y) dµ(x, t) is the ‘balayée’ of µ.

Notice that (x, t) ∈ T (Q) implies that B(x, t) ⊆ Q and so

(2.4)

∫

Q

Pt(x− y) dy ≥
∫

B(x,t)

Pt(x− y) dy =

∫

B(0,1)

P1(y) dy =: εd > 0

for (x, t) ∈ T (Q). Consequently,

1

|Q|

∫

Q

F (y) dy =
1

|Q|

∫

T (Q)

∫

Q

Pt(x− y) dy dµ(x, t) ≥ εd
µ(T (Q)

|Q| .

Denoting by MF the (uncentred) maximal function of F the above estimates yields
(MF )(x) ≥ εd ψµ(x) and therefore ψµ ∈ Lβ(Rd). �

Another way of verifying that µ is embedding α–Carleson is to show that (2.1)
holds for linear combinations of reproducing kernels by a density argument. In-

deed, a continuous linear functional l ∈
(
Hp(Rd)

)′
= Hp′(Rd) that vanishes on all

reproducing kernels kx satisfies 0 = l(kx) = l(x) and therefore l = 0. It is natural to
ask whether the embedding α–Carleson property can be tested on the reproducing
kernels without taking linear combinations. This is sometimes referred to as the
‘reproducing kernel thesis‘.

Lemma 2.4. Assume that for p, q ∈ (1,∞) there exists a constant M > 0 such
that

(2.5) ‖kz‖Lq(R2
+

),µ) ≤M‖kz‖Hp(R2
+

)

for all z ∈ C+. Then µ is geometric α–Carleson where α = p/q.

Proof. Since kλ(z) = 1/(z+ λ̄), letting Re(λ) = ξ > 0 the substitution y = ξt shows

‖kλ‖pHp =

∫ ∞

−∞

dy

(y2 + ξ2)p/2
=

∫ ∞

−∞

ξ dt

ξp(t2 + 1)p/2
= Cpp ξ

1−p,

and therefore, ‖kλ‖Hp = Cp(Re(λ))−
1/p′ . For ω ∈ R and r > 0, let λ = iω + r

and use the shorter notation Tω,r for the tent T ((ω−r, ω+r)). Then the triangle
inequality yields |kλ(z)| ≥ 1/(2r) for all z ∈ T (ω−r, ω+r) and therefore,

µ(Tω,r) =

∫

Tω,r

dµ ≤ (2r)q
∫

Tω,r

∣∣kλ(z)
∣∣q dµ

≤M(2r)q
∥∥kλ(z)

∥∥q
Hp = MCp2

qrq−
q/p′ = C r

1/α

This shows that µ is geometric α–Carleson as claimed. �

Using the Lemma and the results from Duren-Carleson and the aforementioned
counterexample from Taylor and Williams, it becomes clear that aHp-Lq(µ) version
of the reproducing kernel thesis holds if, and only if p ≤ q.

Examples 2.5. Let d = 1 and identify R2
+ with the right half plane C+.

(a) The Lebesgue measure in R2
+ is clearly geometric 1/2–Carleson and therefore

also embedding 1/2–Carleson.
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(b) For ω ∈ (0, π), let S(ω) := {z ∈ C\{0} : | arg z| < ω} and let S(0) := (0,∞).
We say that µ is sectorial, if the support of µ is contained in a finite union
of sectors iωk + S(θk), k = 1 . . . , n with ωk ∈ R and θ ∈ (0, π/2).
If µ is sectorial and geometric α–Carleson, intervals I containing a point x
with sufficiently large absolute value need a length of at least ε|x| for T (I)
to intersect with the support of µ. Therefore, geometric α–Carleson im-
plies that the Fefferman-Stein maximal function is weak–Lβ. Consequently,
sectorial measures µ that are geometric α– and geometric α̃–Carleson are
embedding γ–Carleson for all γ ∈ (α, α̃) by Marcinkiewicz’ interpolation
theorem.

(c) Sectorial measures µ are embedding α–Carleson if and only if the function g
defined by g(r) := 1

r µ({Re(z) < r}) satisfies g ∈ Lβ(R+) (see [31, Remark,
p. 188]).

(d) For α > 1, measures that are geometric- but not embedding α–Carleson
are given in [28] for the unit disc. A simplified half-space version reads

as follows: let α ∈ (1, 2) and let µα be the measure µα =
(

x
1+x

)1/α−1
dx,

supported on the real line. Then, for every interval I, one has µα(T (I)) ≤
C |I|1/α , whence µα is geometric α–Carleson. For a real parameter r > 0 let
F (z) = (r + z)−2/p. For p, q ∈ (1,∞) with α = p/q one has

‖F‖Hp =

(∫ ∞

−∞

1

r2 + t2
dt

)1/p

= cp r
−1/p ,

whereas a substitution yields

‖F‖Lq(µα) = r−
1/q

(∫ ∞

0

( t

1 + rt

)q/p−1 1

(1 + t)2q/p
dt

)1/q

.

By Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, one has ‖F‖Lq(µα) ∼ r−
1/q

for r → 0+. Therefore, the embedding α–Carleson property fails.
(e) Finally we give an example of a discrete measure that is geometric α–

Carleson without being embedding α–Carleson: let ε ∈ [0, 1) and γ ≥ 1
such that α = γ

1−ε > 1. Let µ =
∑
n∈Z∗ |n|−εδλn where λn = 1 + inγ .

Since µ(T (B(x, r))) = 0 for r < 1 we may suppose r ≥ 1. Since γ ≥ 1 the
support of µ is either equidistant or thins out at infinity. Moreover weights
decrease as |n| increases. Therefore

µ
(
T (B(x, r))

)
≤ µ

(
T (B(0, 2r))

)
≤ 2

⌊(2r−1)
1/γ ⌋∑

j=0

j−ε

≤ 2

∫ (2r)
1/γ

1

(t− 1)−ε dt ≤ 2

1 − ε
(2r)

1−ε
γ ,

whence µ is geometric α–Carleson. Considering the tents T ((−x−1, x+1))
for x > 1, however, yields the estimate

ψµ(x) ≥ c
(⌊(x) 1

γ ⌋1−ε − 1)

x
.

Let β denote the dual exponent of α. Then, for n ≥ 2, it readily follows
that ∫ (n+1)γ

nγ

∣∣ψµ(s)
∣∣β ds ≥ cε,β,γ

n+ 1

where cε,β,γ > 0. Now Theorem 2.3 allows us to conclude that µ cannot be
embedding α–Carleson since the above estimate shows ψµ 6∈ Lβ(R).
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In order to apply Carleson-type criteria for admissibility, we wish to replace the
Poisson kernel by more general convolution kernels. In case α ≤ 1 the following
result is due to Stein [27, Theorem II.5.9].

Theorem 2.6. Let q ∈ (1,∞) and α > 1/q. Let Φ be a function on Rd that admits
a radial, non-increasing, bounded and integrable dominating function ϕ. For t > 0
put Φt(x) := t−dΦ(x/t). Then for all embedding α–Carleson measures µ on Rd+1

+

the estimate (∫

R
d+1

+

∣∣(Φt ∗ f)(x)
∣∣q dµ(t, x)

)1/q

≤ c‖f‖Lαq(Rd)

holds for all f ∈ Lαq(Rd).

Proof. Notice that if F (x, t) := (Φt ∗ f)(x) and F ∗
Φ(x) := sup|x−y|<t |F (y, t)|, then

s > 0
{(y, t) ∈ Rd+1

+ : |F (y, t)| > s} ⊆ T (Os)

where Os := {x ∈ Rd : F ∗
Φ(x) > s}, see, e.g., [27, Section II.2.3]. Now inequal-

ity (2.4) implies (PF ∗
Φ)(x, t) ≥ s εd for (x, t) ∈ T (Os). The problem now boils

down to the Poisson kernel estimate as follows:

‖F‖qLq(µ) = q

∫ ∞

0

sq−1µ (|F | > s) ds ≤ q

∫ ∞

0

sq−1µ (T (Os)) ds

≤ q

∫ ∞

0

sq−1µ ((PF ∗
Φ) > sεd) ds = ε−qd ‖PF ∗

Φ‖qLq(µ).

The desired estimate

‖F‖Lq(µ) ≤ 1
εd
‖PF ∗

Φ‖Lq(µ) ≤ C
εd
‖F ∗

Φ‖Lαq(Rd) ≤ CM
εd

‖f‖Lαq(Rd)

follows from Theorem 2.3 and [27, Proposition II.2.1]. �

3. Criteria for admissibility of diagonal systems

As a first result we present a Carleson measure criterion for admissibility of
diagonal systems.

Theorem 3.1. Let q ∈ (1,∞), p ∈ (1, 2] and αq = p′ where p′ is the dual exponent
of p. On X = ℓq let A be a diagonal operator with eigenvalues λn ∈ C+ and
let b = (bn) a sequence of complex numbers. Consider the discrete measure µ =∑

n |bn|qδλn .

(a) If µ is an embedding α–Carleson measure, then b ∈ X−θ for all θ > 1/p′ and
b is an infinite-time Lp–admissible input element for A.

(b) If b in an infinite-time Lp–admissible input element for A, then b ∈ X−θ
for all θ > 1/p′ and µ is geometric α–Carleson.

In particular, the α–Carleson property of µ characterises the Lp–admissibility of
b in the case p′ ≤ q. Moreover, the result in (b) is optimal in the sense that for
p′ > q, the measure µ is not embedding α–Carleson in general.

Proof. (a) First assume that µ is an embedding α–Carleson measure. Then µ is
also geometric α-Carleson. To show b ∈ X−θ we employ essentially the argument
in [33, Proposition 3.1]: let ∆n = T

(
[−2n, 2n]

)
\ T

(
[−2n−1, 2n−1]

)
. Then

∑

k

|bk|q
|1 + λk|θq

≤
∑

n∈Z

1

(1 + 2n−1)θq

∑

λk∈∆n

|bk|q

≤
∑

n∈Z

1

(1 + 2n−1)θq
µ
(
T ([−2n, 2n])

)
≤ C

∑

n∈Z

2
nq

p′

1 + 2nθq

which is finite for all θ > 1/p′ .
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To show that b is infinite-time Lp–admissible, let τ > 0 and let u be a test
function with support in [0, τ ]. Then its Laplace transform Lu is bounded and ana-
lytic on the right half plane and therefore can be reproduced by its (non-tangential)
boundary values on iR. Notice that (Lu)(is) = Fu(s) where Fu denotes the Fourier
transform of u.

∥∥∥∥
∫ ∞

0

S(s)bu(s) ds

∥∥∥∥
ℓq

=

( ∞∑

n=0

|bn|q
∣∣∣∣
∫ ∞

0

e−λnsu(s) ds

∣∣∣∣
q)1/q

(definition of µ) =

(∫

R2
+

∣∣(Lu)(t+ ix)
∣∣q dµ(x, t)

)1/q

=
∥∥Pt ∗ (Fu)

∥∥
Lq(µ)

≤ C
∥∥Fu

∥∥
Lp′(R)

≤ C ‖u‖Lp(R+).

In the last estimate we make use of p ≤ 2 and the boundedness of the Fourier
transform from Lp to Lp

′

. Notice that the obtained constant is independent of
τ > 0.

(b) Conversely assume b to be Lp–admissible for some p ∈ (1,∞) and consider
the reproducing kernel function kz(λ) = 1

λ+z for Re(z) > 0. Then

∥∥kz
∥∥
Lq(µ)

=

( ∞∑

n=0

∣∣∣∣
bn

λn + z

∣∣∣∣
q)1/q

=

∥∥∥∥
∫ ∞

0

T (t)be−t z dt

∥∥∥∥
ℓq

≤ C
∥∥e−· z∥∥

Lp(R+)
= C

(
Re(z)

)−1/p

= C′ ‖kz‖Hp′(C+).

(3.1)

So, by Lemma 2.4, µ is geometric α–Carleson. Consequently, b ∈ X−θ for all
θ > 1/p′ .

It remains to show that µ is not embedding α–Carleson in general. We use
Example 2.5 (e). For a given q ∈ (1,∞) we choose ε ∈ (0, 1) such that q ε > 1.
Then b = (bn) with bn = n−ε will satisfy b ∈ ℓq. For a given α > 1, let γ and (λn)
be chosen as in the example. Let p′ = αq. Using Hölder’s inequality and the fact
that Re(λn) = 1,

∥∥∥∥
∫ ∞

0

S(t)bu(t) dt

∥∥∥∥
ℓq

=

( ∞∑

n=1

∣∣bn
∣∣q

∣∣∣∣
∫ ∞

0

e−λntu(t) dt

∣∣∣∣
q)1/q

≤ ‖u‖Lp(R+)

( ∞∑

n=1

∣∣bn
∣∣q‖e−t‖q

Lp′(R+)

)1/q

,

and so b is Lp admissible. However, as shown in the Example 2.5 (e), the embedding
α–Carleson property fails. �

Bibliographical notes. Part (a) of the theorem in the case p = q = 2 is due to Ho,
Russell [15] and the case α ≤ 1, in which the geometric and the embedding α–
Carleson properties coincide, was found by Unteregge [30] independently. Part
(b) of the theorem is due to Weiss [33], but we provide a different proof.

In the proof of Theorem 3.1, the embedding α–Carleson property is applied
somehow indirectly: first the desired estimate is transformed into an interpolation
problem for the Laplace transform of u, which makes it necessary to use bounded-
ness of the (inverse) Fourier transform; in the end the unaesthetic restriction p ≤ 2
seems inevitable. This is particularly embarrassing since p = q is a very natural
case to consider.
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The next result overcomes this obstacle; it makes no use of the Laplace transform
but instead directly uses the convolution estimate from Theorem 2.6. However, it
requires analyticity of the semigroup S(·) as an additional assumption. We recall
some notation: we recall that a sectorial operator A of type ω ∈ [0, π) in a Banach

spaceX is a closed linear operator A satisfying σ(A) ⊆ S(ω) and, for any ν ∈ (ω, π),

sup
{
‖λR(λ,A)‖ : | argλ| ≥ ν

}
<∞.

An operator −A generates a bounded analytic semigroup in X if and only if A is
a densely defined sectorial operator in X of type < π/2.

Theorem 3.2. Let p, q ∈ (1,∞) and αq = p. Let θ ∈ (0, π/2) and let A be an
injective diagonal operator on X = ℓq with eigenvalues λn ∈ S(θ). Let b = (bn) be a

sequence of complex numbers and consider the discrete measure µ =
∑

n | bn

λn
|qδλ−1

n
.

(a) If µ is embedding α–Carleson, then b ∈ X−θ for all θ > 1/p′ and b is an
(infinite-time) Lp–admissible input element for A.

(b) If b is infinite-time Lp–admissible for A, then b ∈ X−θ for all θ > 1/p′ and
µ is geometric α–Carleson.

In particular, the α–Carleson property of µ characterises Lp–admissibility of b in
the case p ≤ q.

Notice that if 0 ∈ ̺(A), then
(
bn

λn

)
n
∈ ℓq and consequently µ is a finite measure.

Proof. (a) Let µ be an embedding α–Carleson measure. To see that b ∈ X−θ for
all θ > 1/p′ is essentially the same as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and so we omit
it. To show infinite-time admissibility, choose an interval [0, τ ] with τ > 0 and let
u ∈ Lp(0, τ). We shall prove (1.2) with a constant K that is independent of τ > 0.

Let rn = Re(λn) and let µ̃ =
∑

n

∣∣ bn

λn

∣∣qδ(r−1
n +iτ). We claim that µ̃ is an embedding

α–Carleson-measure on R2
+ as well. This has nothing to do with τ and so it is

sufficient to show that µ is an embedding α–Carleson measure on R2
+ if and only

if ν =
∑
n

∣∣ bn

rn

∣∣qδr−1
n

is an embedding α–Carleson measure. To prove this claim

we use the shorter notation Tω,r for the tent T
(
(ω−r, ω+r)

)
. A simple geometric

consideration, along with the fact that on the sector S(θ), real parts and absolute
values are equivalent up to a constant of 1

cos(θ) , shows that

µ
(
Tw,r

)
≤ ν

(
T0,r

)
≤ 1

cos(θ)q µ
(
T0,|w|+r

)
.

If α ≤ 1 and if ν is α–Carleson, the above inequality immediately yields that µ is
α–Carleson. Next, suppose that α ≤ 1 and that µ is α–Carleson. Observe, that
we may suppose for any tent Tω,r that |ω| ≤ tan(θ) r since otherwise there is no
intersection of the tent with the sector S(θ). This implies the estimate

ν
(
Tω,r

)
≤ ν

(
T0,r

)
≤ 1

cos(θ)q µ
(
T0,|w|+r

)
≤ C

cos(θ)q (|ω| + r)
1/α ≤ C(1+ tan(θ))

cos(θ)q r
1/α

and so ν is α–Carleson. Finally, if α > 1, the measures µ and ν are simultaneously
embedding α–Carleson by Example 2.5 (c). This proves the claim.

We now know that µ̃ is an embedding α–Carleson measure. Consider the kernel
function

Φ(x) := exp(−x)1[0,∞)(x)

which satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2.6 (a radially decreasing integrable
majorant is exp(−|x|)). Notice that for s > 0, Φs(x) = s−1 exp(−x/s)1[0,∞)(x).
Then

∥∥∥∥
∫ τ

0

S(s)bu(τ−s) ds
∥∥∥∥
ℓq

=

( ∞∑

n=0

∣∣ bn

λn

∣∣q
∣∣∣∣
∫ τ

0

λne
−λnsu(τ−s) ds

∣∣∣∣
q)1/q
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≤
( ∞∑

n=0

∣∣ bn

λn

∣∣q
(∫ τ

0

∣∣λn

rn

∣∣rne−rns|u(τ−s)| ds
)q)1/q

≤ 1
cos(θ)

( ∞∑

n=0

∣∣ bn

λn

∣∣q((Φr−1
n

∗ |u|)(τ)
)q

)1/q

(definition of µ̃) = 1
cos(θ)

(∫

R2
+

(
(Φs ∗ |u|)(t)

)q
dµ̃(s, t)

)1/q

≤ c
cos(θ)‖u‖Lp

where we used Theorem 2.6 in the last estimate. Since the estimate is independent
of the choice of τ > 0, b is infinite-time admissible for A.

(b) Now assume that b is Lp–admissible. Then, for Re(z) > 0, the reproducing
kernel functions kz(λ) = 1

λ+z satisfy

∥∥kz
∥∥
Lq(µ)

=

( ∞∑

n=0

∣∣∣∣
bn
λn

1

λ−1
n + z

∣∣∣∣
q)1/q

=
1

|z|

( ∞∑

n=0

∣∣∣∣
bn

λn + z−1

∣∣∣∣
q)1/q

=
1

|z|

∥∥∥∥
∫ ∞

0

T (t)be−tz
−1

dt

∥∥∥∥
ℓq

≤ C

|z|
∥∥exp(−tz−1)

∥∥
Lp(R+)

=
C

|z|

( |z|2
Re(z)

)1/p

≤ C cos(θ)−
2/p |Re(z)|−1/p′

= C cos(θ)−
2/p ‖kz‖Hp(R2

+
),

and so Lemma 2.4 yields that µ is geometric α–Carleson. �

4. Lp–admissible control operators

We now consider the case that U = X = ℓq. Let B : U → X−1 be linear
and bounded. Then there are functionals ϕn ∈ (ℓq)

∗ such that (Bu)n = 〈ϕn, u〉.
Indeed, B is determined by its values on any basis (ej) of U . We choose (en) to

be the standard basis in ℓq. Let ϕn be the sequence
(
〈en, Bej〉

)∞
j=1

, i.e. ϕn is the

scalar sequence of nth coordinates of the vector-valued sequence (Bej). Then, for
u = (uj) ∈ U , and n ∈ N,

〈en, Bu〉 =
〈
en,

∑
ujBej

〉
=

∑
uj

〈
en, Bej

〉

is a finite number whence ϕn ∈ (ℓq)
∗ for all n. So, 〈en, Bu〉 = 〈ϕn, u〉, which

proves the claim. This means that any bounded linear operator B : U → X−1 may
be interpreted as a certain sequence of functionals. The following proposition is a
direct generalisation of [29, Proposition 4.8.6].

Proposition 4.1. Let X = U = ℓq and 1 < p ≤ q <∞. Let (ϕn) be a sequence of
elements in U∗ = ℓq′ and consider the scalar sequence b defined by bn = ‖ϕn‖ and
let the operator B defined by (Bu)n = 〈ϕn, u〉.

Then, if b is an Lp–admissible input element for A, B is bounded from U to X−θ
for all θ > 1/p′ and B is an Lp–admissible control operator for A.

Proof. From the proof of Theorem 3.1, we know that b is an element of X−θ for
all θ > 1/p′ . The elementary estimate |〈ϕn, u〉| ≤ ‖u‖ ‖ϕn‖ then implies that B is
linear and bounded from U to X−θ. Now let u ∈ Lp(0,∞;U) = Lp(0,∞, ℓq) and
let uj(·) denote its coordinate functions. Then

∥∥∥∥
∫ t

0

S(t−s)Bu(s) ds
∥∥∥∥
ℓq

=

( ∞∑

n=1

∣∣∣∣
∫ t

0

e−λn(t−s)〈ϕn, u(s)〉 ds
∣∣∣∣
q)1/q
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=

( ∞∑

n=1

∣∣∣∣
〈
ϕn,

∫ t

0

e−λn(t−s)u(s)
〉
ds

∣∣∣∣
q)1/q

≤
( ∞∑

n=1

‖ϕn‖q
∥∥∥∥
∫ t

0

e−λn(t−s)u(s) ds

∥∥∥∥
q

U

)1/q

=

( ∞∑

n=1

‖ϕn‖q
∞∑

j=1

∣∣∣∣
∫ t

0

e−λn(t−s)uj(s) ds

∣∣∣∣
q)1/q

=

( ∞∑

j=1

[ ∞∑

n=1

∣∣∣∣
∫ t

0

e−λn(t−s)‖ϕn‖uj(s) ds
∣∣∣∣
q])1/q

.

Now, by assumption, we may estimate

≤ C

( ∞∑

j=1

∥∥uj
∥∥q
Lp

)1/q

= C ‖u‖ℓq(Lp(0,∞))

≤ C ‖u‖Lp(0,∞;U)

where the last estimate (namely that ‖f‖ℓq(Lp) ≤ ‖f‖Lp(ℓq) if p ≤ q) is a easy
corollary of Minkowski’s inequality, see e.g. [6, Exercise VI.11.14]. �

Notice that combining the Proposition with Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 yields a suf-
ficient condition for Lp–admissibility for control operators B : U → X−1 via a
Carleson measure criterion under suitable conditions on p and q.

5. Lp–admissibility of reciprocal systems

Suppose that α = p′/q ≤ 1 and p ≤ 2. Then, if b is Lp
′

–admissible for A,

Theorem 3.2 tell us that the discrete measure µ =
∑

n

∣∣ bn

λn

∣∣qδλ−1
n

is embedding α–

Carleson. Since the numbers bn

λn
are the coefficients of A−1b and since the support

of the measure is equal to the set of eigenvalues of A−1, Theorem 3.1 implies that
A−1b is an Lp admissible input element for A−1.

This observation can be formalised in the following question: given a sectorial
operator A and a (control) operator B ∈ B(U,X−1), does Lp

′

–admissibility of the
pair A,B imply the Lp–admissibility of the pair A−1, A−1B ? This question is not
new. In fact, the system

(5.1) z′(t) +A−1z(t) = A−1Bu(t), z(0) = z0.

is called the associated reciprocal linear system to (1.1). By considering Lyapunov
equations Curtain shows in the case of Hilbert spaces X and U that, under the
assumption that 0 ∈ ̺(A), an operator B is infinite-time L2–admissible for A if and
only if A−1B is infinite-time L2–admissible for A−1 (see [5, Theorem 5]). We shall
discuss generalisations of this result below.

Analytic semigroups on Banach spaces. The famous Weiss conjecture (see
[36]) states that L2–admissibility of a control operator B between Hilbert spaces U
and X is characterised by the boundedness of the set

(5.2)
{

Re(λ)
1/2(λ+A)−1B : Re(λ) > 0

}

in B(U,X). The conjecture holds for normal semigroups and U = C but fails even
in case of U = C for general semigroups on Hilbert spaces (see [18]). For a survey
on positive and negative results concerning the Weiss conjecture we refer to [17].

For analytic semigroups, L2–admissibility is characterised by (5.2) even in Ba-
nach space under an inevitable additional condition (see [19]). This characterisation
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has subsequently been generalised to Lp–norms with certain weights (see [13] and
[12]). We briefly summarise some required notions and results:

For sectorial operators A there exists a natural functional calculus on the algebra
of functions

H∞
0 (S(ω)) =

{
f ∈ H∞(S(ω)) : ∃c, s > 0 :

∣∣f(z)
∣∣ ≤ c min(|z|s, |z|−s)

}

that is given by f(A) :=
∫
Γ
f(z)R(z,A) dz. Here, Γ is the positively orientated

boundary of a sector S(θ) containing the spectrum of A (see [14, 20] for more

details). Since B = A
1/2 always satisfies condition (5.2), we find that whenever the

Weiss conjecture holds true, one has

(5.3)

∫ ∞

0

∥∥ϕ(tA)x
∥∥2 dt

t =

∫ ∞

0

∥∥(tA)
1/2S(t)x

∥∥2 dt
t ≤ m2‖x‖2

for ϕ(z) = z
1/2 exp(−z). By a result of McIntosh and Yagi [21, Theorem 5],

inequality (5.3) does not depend on the particular choice of the function ϕ ∈
H∞

0 (S(ω))\{0}. This result extends to Banach spaces and Lp–norms for all p ∈
[1,∞]. Such estimates are called Lp∗–estimates, where the subscript refers to the
measure dt/t on R+. They automatically hold for p = ∞. Moreover, Lp∗ estimates
for A imply Lq∗-estimates for all q ≥ p (see [12, Remark 1.6]). This is due to the fact

that Lp∗-estimates for A are equivalent toX →֒ (Ẋ−1, Ẋ1))1/2,p whereas Lq∗-estimates

for A′ are equivalent to (Ẋ−1, Ẋ1)1/2,q′ →֒ X . We quote a characterisation of admis-
sibility for control operators from [12]. Recall that a sectorial operator with dense
range is actually injective (see [21, Thm. 3.8]).

Theorem 5.1. Let p ∈ [1,∞) and A be a densely defined sectorial operator of type
ω < π/2 with dense range on X. For B ∈ B(U,X−1) consider the set

(5.4) W
(p)
A,B :=

{
λ

1/p (λ+A)−1B : λ > 0
}
⊆ B(U,X).

Then the following assertions hold:

(a) If B is Lp–admissible for A, then W
(p)
A,B is bounded.

(b) If W
(p)
A,B is bounded and the adjoint operator A′ satisfies Lp

′

∗ –estimates then
B is Lp–admissible for A.

As in the case p = 2, the additional condition in (b) is optimal.

Corollary 5.2. Let p ∈ [1,∞) and A be a densely defined sectorial operator of type
ω < π/2 with dense range on X and let B ∈ B(U,X−1).

(a) If B is Lp–admissible for A and if A′ satisfies Lp∗–estimates on X ′, then

A−1B is Lp
′

–admissible for A−1.

(b) If A−1B is Lp
′

–admissible for A−1 and if A′ satisfies Lp
′

∗ –estimates on X ′,
then B is Lp–admissible for A.

Proof. Notice that whenever ϕ ∈ H∞
0 (S(θ)), the function ψ(z) = ϕ(1/z) ∈ H∞

0 (S(θ)).
By functional calculus, ϕ(tA) = ψ(t−1A−1) (see [14, Proposition 2.4.1]) and thus
A admits Lr∗–estimates if, and only if its inverse A−1 does. In view of Theorem 5.1
it is therefore sufficient to consider the expressions

λ
1/p(λ+A)−1B = λ

1/p−1(λ−1 +A−1)−1A−1B = z
1/p′ (z +A−1)−1A−1B

where λ−1 = z. Now, if B is Lp admissible, W
(p)
A,B is bounded, whence W

(p′)
A−1,A−1B

is bounded. If A′ satisfies Lp∗–estimates, then A−1B is Lp
′

–admissible for A. For

the converse we need to impose Lp
′

∗ –estimates on A′ by the same argument. �
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Remark 5.3. We can use the corollary to compare Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in the
following case: let A generate a bounded analytic semigroup and assume that

µ =

∞∑

n=1

δλn |bn|q =

∞∑

n=1

δ(λ−1
n )−1

∣∣∣
λ−1
n bn

λ−1
n

∣∣∣
q

is embedding α–Carleson with α = p′/q, so that Theorem 3.2 yields Lp′–admissibility
of A−1b for A−1. If p ≤ q Corollary 5.2 implies that b is Lp–admissible for A since
in this case the Lorentz space ℓq,p embeds into ℓq,q = ℓq. Both theorems coincide
therefore in this case and it is remarkable, that the restriction p ≤ 2 in Theorem 3.1
may be weakened to p ≤ q if q > 2, thus allowing in particular the natural choice
p = q for all p ∈ (1,∞). In view of Example 2.5 (e) analyticity of the semigroup
seems to be a necessary restriction to guarantee this improvement of Theorem 3.1.

If, conversely, b is Lp–admissible forA, Corollary 5.2 guarantees the Lp′–admissibility
ofA−1b for A−1 when p′ ≤ q and Theorem 3.2 yields that µ is geometric α–Carleson,
so both theorems again coincide.

Arbitrary semigroups on Banach spaces. In the sequel we want to get
rid of the assumption of analyticity and give a more direct argument for passing
from Lp–admissibility of B to Lp

′

–admissibility of A−1B for A−1. To this end
we assume that S(t) = exp(−tA) is uniformly exponentially stable. Then, by
the Phillips functional calculus (see e.g. [14]) one obtains different representation
formulas for exp(−tA−1) that may turn out to be useful for different problems. The
most interesting (to us) are

(5.5) exp(−tA−1)x = x−
∫ ∞

0

(
t
s

)1/2
J1(2

√
st) S(s)xds

for x ∈ X where J1 is the first Bessel function of first order. This formula was
given in [11, 10, 39, 38]. It is an immediate consequence of [24, Formula (5.67)].
Moreover we have

(5.6) A−1/2 exp(−tA−1)x =

∫ ∞

0

1√
πs

cos(2
√
st) S(s)xds

(5.7) A−ν−1 exp(−tA−1)x =

∫ ∞

0

(
t
s

)ν/2
Iν(2

√
st) S(s)xds, ν > −1

for x ∈ X as a consequence of [24, Formulas (5.70) and (5.75)]. Here, Iν is the
modified Bessel function of the first kind, of order ν (see e.g. [1, 32] for more
details on Bessel functions).

Since for general exponentially stable semigroups, the decay rate

‖ exp(−tA−1)A−1x‖ = O((1 + t)−
1/4)‖x‖

is optimal (see [39, Theorem 3.3 and Example 3.5], one cannot expect more than

that Lp–admissibility of B implies finite-time Lp
′

–admissibility of A−1B for A−1.
In this sense the following result is optimal.

Theorem 5.4. Let −A generate an exponentially stable semigroup S(t)t≥0 on a
Banach space X, suppose that A has dense range and that B ∈ B(U,X−1) is Lp–

admissible for A, p ∈ [1,∞]. Then A−1B is finite-time Lp
′

–admissible for A−1.

Proof. Let T > 0. Then we may find ε > 0 such that B is Lp–admissible for the
shifted semigroup e+ε tS(t) as well. By formula (5.7) with ν = 0 we obtain

∥∥∥
∫ T

0

exp(−sA−1)A−1Bu(s) ds
∥∥∥
X
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=
∥∥∥
∫ T

0

(∫ ∞

0

I0(2
√
st)S(t) dt

)
Bu(s) ds

∥∥∥
X

=
∥∥∥
∫ ∞

0

e+ε tS(t)B
(
e−ε t

∫ T

0

I0(2
√
st)u(s) ds

)
dt

∥∥∥
X

≤ M
∥∥∥e−ε t

∫ T

0

I0(2
√
st)u(s) ds

∥∥∥
Lp((0,∞),U)

≤ M
∥∥∥e−ε t

∫ T

0

∣∣I0(2
√
st)

∣∣ ‖u(s)‖ ds
∥∥∥
Lp(0,∞)

≤ M‖u‖Lp′(0,T )

∥∥∥t 7→ e−ε t
∥∥s 7→ I0(2

√
st)

∥∥
Lp(0,T )

∥∥∥
Lp(0,∞)

=: MCT ‖u‖Lp′(0,T ).

From [1, Formula (9.6.16)], we deduce the following integral representation

I0(x) = 1
π

∫ π

0

ex cos(θ) dθ = 2
π e

x

∫ 1

0

exp(−2u2x)(1 − u2)−
1/2 du

by letting u = sin(θ/2) (see also [32, p. 204]). In particular, |I0(x)| ≤ ex, x > 0. In
the case p = ∞ boundedness of CT is immediate. In case the p <∞,

f(t) :=
∥∥s 7→ I0(2

√
st)

∥∥p
Lp(0,T )

≤ 2
tp2 (1 + ep

√
tT (p

√
tT − 1)).

Now, since limt→0 f(t) = T it is clear that e−ε tf(t) is integrable on (0,∞) for any

ε > 0. Thus CT <∞ and so A−1B is finite-time Lp
′

–admissible for A−1. �
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